
 
 

 
Getting a Job as a Tree Planter 
Last Updated:  February 4th, 2018 
 

This information was taken from www.replant.ca - Please feel free to photocopy, share with other planters, and 
disseminate this information in any manner that you want.  If you post this on other websites, please include a link back 
to the above site.  Thanks!  
 
 

Important Links 
 
Let’s start off with a handful of important links: 
 
Questions to ask Employers: http://www.replant.ca/docs/Questions_To_Ask_A_Potential_Employer.pdf 
Info for non-Canadians:    http://www.replant.ca/foreignworkers.pdf 
Seeking Coastal Work:  http://www.replant.ca/coastalthoughts.pdf 
Info about 2017 bids in BC: http://www.replant.ca/docs/2017_Bidding_Report.pdf 
 
Jobs in Scooter’s Camp:  http://www.replant.ca/jobs2018_scooter.pdf 
 
Set of eight Pre-Season General Information videos about what’s involved in a Tree Planting job: 
http://jonathan-scooter-clark.blogspot.ca/2017/02/tree-planter-training-pre-season.html 
 
 

Do You Know What You’re Getting Yourself Into? 
 
I get an incredible number of emails from people asking me for information about the best way to get a planting job in 
Canada.  If you're looking for a job, read this page and act upon it accordingly.  Please don’t email me about jobs - if you 
have questions that weren't answered here, check out the "Questions and Answers" forum on the Replant Message 
Boards, since additional questions have been covered there.  In fact, sign up for an account and check out ALL of the 
forums on that board.  There are almost ten thousand posts that are hidden from public view, but you can see them 
once you sign up for an account. 
 
Next, before you go any further, do you really know a lot about tree planting?  You may THINK that you want to be a 
tree planter, but if so, you’ve made a mistake.  It is my moral obligation to warn you up front about the fact that this is 
no easy job.  You can skim through the rest of this page if you’re serious about trying to apply for a job as a planter, but 
first, let me recommend that you do some VERY thorough research, so you understand exactly what might be expected 
of you.  Check out the following three sources of informal information about planting BEFORE you apply, so you are 



intimately familiar with what you’re getting yourself into: 
 
First, read the “Camp Life” page at this link:  http://replant.ca/camplife.html 
 
Second, watch the “Summer Memories” videos for the last several years on the Replant YouTube channel:  
http://www.youtube.com/replant 
 

Those are the videos with the dates beside them.  As you’re watching them, remember that these videos may almost 
seem to make the job appear to be glamorous.  It isn’t.  Remember that I don’t like to use my video camera in really wet 
or muddy conditions, hence the reason why it always seems warm and sunny in the videos, and everyone seems to be 
happy and smiling.  It’s a charade.  The same applies to the thousands of photos on the main website, which you should 
probably also look through. 
 
Finally, visit the pre-season training page:  http://www.replant.ca/training.html 
You’ll see twenty training sections there.  Take a couple hours to read through the first eight (although one overlaps 
with the camp life info above).  Those should give you the best overview of what the reforestation industry is really all 
about, although it probably doesn’t do enough to convey how much misery can be involved. 
 
If you spend a few evenings doing proper research by going through the three resources that I’ve just listed, you’ll 
understand what you’re potentially getting yourself into. 
 
 

What Makes a Person a Good Candidate? 
 
Ok, so you’ve seriously done all the research that I suggested above, and you still want to learn more?  Fine. 
 
First of all, ask yourself why you want to plant trees. Be honest with yourself and the interviewer: if you end up getting a 
job and hate it, and then quit, the person that you're hurting the most is yourself. You're also hurting the foreman who 
took the chance on hiring you, and sometimes you're also hurting other members of your crew in more indirect ways. 
Therefore, if you're going to get a job planting, you should be prepared to stick it out for the entire season, no matter 
how painful the job seems at times (and it will). Here are some characteristics that might indicate you are a suitable 
candidate:  
 

 Physical fitness is important. Excellence in aerobic ability and excellence in brute muscular strength are not 
entirely necessary. Endurance is the key. Tree planting sucks energy out of you. You have to be able to develop 
the ability to keep working steadily. You cannot easily train for planting (unfortunately) unless you spend three 
weeks before the season starts, hiking for a few hours per day with a twenty pound backpack. 

 
 The only truly successful planters are those who have a desperate need for cash. You should not go planting for 

the experience, to see the world, or to meet people, and you should especially NOT go planting to save the 
environment, or to be with a boyfriend/girlfriend. Most experienced foremen will NOT hire avid 
environmentalists or boyfriend/girlfriend combinations. Some won't hire smokers.  Most companies don’t allow 
pets. 

 
 The ability to learn is another key asset. Be open-minded and analytical. Tree planting, contrary to what some 

people believe, is NOT a mindless job. In fact, it is one of the most mentally challenging jobs there is, which is 
why veteran planters do better than rookies. It takes time to learn. Even if you read, memorize and think about 
every bit of information you can find on this and other websites, there will still be things that you have to learn 
as a rookie, that 'cannot' be taught - ie. knowing where to place your shovel to ‘magically’ find dirt.  Not only do 
you have to watch yourself, but you have to watch others and learn, and ask your foreman for advice. If you 
have a good foreman, he/she will also be a good planter, and the truly great foremen know that all time 
invested in the training of planters is rewarded in the long run, no matter how frustrating it may seem in the 
short term. 



 
Now that I've listed a few success factors, here are a few characteristics that might identify people who should not go 
planting: 
 

 Anybody with a history of back, arm, wrist, knee, or ankle problems definitely should not go planting. Planting 
puts enormous physical stress on the body and WILL aggravate old injuries, often making them even harder to 
deal with.   Remember that knee surgery you had eleven years ago, which hasn’t bothered you in a decade?  
Your knee will come back to haunt you with a vengeance.  Veteran planters who spend years working in fast 
ground will slowly wear out their bodies, destroying tendons, etc. 

 
 Anybody under emotional stress should probably not go planting. If you have “relationship hassles,” depression, 

some kind of an existential crisis, or if you're in mourning, the bush is the worst possible place to deal with it. 
 
 Anyone recovering from a long-term illness should probably not go planting. The physical stress of planting will 

often break down your immune system and bring back the illness. Toward the end of a two-month stint of 
planting, even the healthiest folk can and do get sick easily. 

 
 People with significant excess weight problems should probably not go planting. If you're a bit stocky, then you'll 

probably burn off fifteen to thirty pounds in the first several weeks of the season. But anything more than that, 
and I would suggest you look for work elsewhere. I'm not kidding. Look at the pictures of people on this site: 
there are very few obese people in the industry, because obese people generally do not make good tree 
planters.  I’m not trying to discriminate against large people, but the fact is that if you're overweight, the 
statistics prove that you will be far more likely to hate your job and quit.  And that only hurts yourself.  There are 
exceptions, of course, but the fact that heavyset people don’t usually do well as planters is a pretty accurate 
generalization, in my experience. 
 

 If you’re allergic to bee/wasp/hornet stings, or have suffered any other type of insect-related anaphylactic 
reaction, or have suffered any systemic anaphylactic reaction while outdoors with no ascertained cause, I 
strongly recommend that you don’t choose a career as a tree planter.  You WILL be stung, probably multiple 
times each season, and we often work in remote locations with no hospital facilities within easy access.  You 
don’t want to have to be medevac’d from a remote work site. 
 

 If you are a vegan, celiac, or have other dietary restrictions, be aware that tree planting camp cooks are under 
an extreme amount of pressure to cook huge meals for large groups, and cannot easily accommodate people 
who need to adhere to non-standard dietary regimes.  Always talk to the people who are hiring you, to ensure 
that your dietary needs can be met. 
 

 Many companies don’t allow you to bring pets.  Don’t assume that you can bring a dog or other pets into a 
planting camp.  A few companies allow this, but a larger number do not. 

 
 

How To Apply For a Job 
 

Traditionally, most hiring seems to take place between January and March for the upcoming summer season.  In Canada, 
there is very little point looking for work between August and December. Finding a position in late March or April can 
sometimes be more difficult, so start your job search early! (this applies to any reputable company, although you might 
be able to get a job with one of the "rookie mills" at almost any time throughout the spring). However, you should be 
aware that crew schedules and logistics can change on a weekly basis as the upcoming season is mapped out.  
Sometimes a foreman who previously had no openings may suddenly find the need for an extra planter or two at the 
last minute, so persistence can pay off. Sometimes luck is a crucial factor!  Once the planting season is well under way 
(mid May), you’re too late. 
 



I have seen almost every type of job application imaginable over the years. I have seen an application where, when 
asked about participation in extra-curricular activities, the applicant said, "No, but I would be interested in participating 
if any were available." I have seen a resume where the applicant listed "breathing" among hobbies and interests. Here is 
one of my all-time favorite letters of interest, verbatim: 
 

"I want to plant trees and so does my best pal. I know im only supposed to want the money but i gotta be honest man i 
hate this whole fuckin idea of conformity and mid eastern society! I just wanna live like an animal, puff a few and jam at 

night with my 100$ plastic neck guitar. im desperate man, me and my friend are going nuts waisting our lives trying to be 
something were not. we eat mountains and bugs for breakfast so we're ready for the worst. My time is like a peice of 

twine being mangled by the sopporific mind." 
 
I have to admit that a letter like that is an excellent way to catch the attention of the recruiter at any company. 
However, if you want to increase your chances of actually getting a job, I think you might be better off by taking a more 
professional approach. I would suggest that if you are sending resumes and cover letters out to a number of employers, 
you should include the following information: 
 

 A brief description (300-500 words) about your personal history. You can write about where you were born, 
places you've lived, schools you've gone to, hobbies, sports, and previous jobs that you've held. 

 
 Why do you want to plant trees? 
 
 Why are you specifically interested in working for the company you are applying to, as opposed to any other 

companies in the industry? Have you met any other employees who still work for that particular company? 
 
 For experienced planters: What experience do you have? Provide as much detail as possible. Potential 

employers will like to know about previous companies you've worked for, who your foremen/supervisors were 
at these companies, and which contracts you have worked on (which places, and for which lumber companies or 
government agencies, if you can remember). What types of ground have you worked? (ie. plant-as-
is/raw/unprepped, trenching, ripper plow, donaren or excavator/hoe mounding, drags, burns, etc.). What price 
ranges did you get for these types of prep? What was your average/high/low daily production? 

 
 For experienced planters: How would you classify yourself as a planter? Do you prefer to aim for high or 

moderate quality? Are you a "highballer" or a "slow and steady" planter? Is high priced, slow ground your 
preference, or do you like low-priced/fast ground contracts? What are your favorite working conditions, in terms 
of site prep, weather conditions, slope, terrain, geography, and teamwork vs. solitary work?  There is no such 
thing as a “wrong” answer to these questions – any decent company will try to place you on a contract that suits 
your preferences, if possible. 

 
 For inexperienced planters: What do you know about planting?  Where did you first hear about it?  Do you have 

friends that have planted, and what were their experiences?  Since you don’t have previous experience, your 
application will be somewhat shorter than a vet’s would be, because you can’t answer all of the previous 
questions.  Take this opportunity to let your potential employer know everything that could possibly be of 
relevance.  This is your first chance to start proving that you know what you’re getting yourself into, and you’re 
not going to become a statistic by quitting your job part-way through the summer. 

 
 Do you have any medical conditions that an employer should be aware of? Have you ever experienced back, 

knee, or wrist problems, or any forms of tendonitis? 
 
 Do you have any special certificates or abilities that an employer should be aware of, such as advanced first aid 

training, firearm's acquisition/possession certificates, class four driver's license (multi-passenger commercial 
transport), snag faller's certificate, WHMIS, TDG, S-100 fire suppression, etc.? 

 
 



The above information should be quite sufficient to provide a prospective employer with a thorough background on 
yourself. Be honest, and don't be scared to give a very detailed answer, instead of just providing a quick overview of 
your life. If you're going to write a cover letter, consider using proper grammar, spelling, and punctuation. Capital letters 
in the appropriate locations would be nice too. If your grammar and spelling aren't perfect, get someone else with a 
literary background to check your application over before you submit it to anyone. This may be the most critical point in 
your job search, when the piece of paper you use to apply for a job reaches the person who either puts it in the "no" pile 
or the "maybe" pile. You will find that the above information should be comprehensive enough to catch someone's 
attention when applying to virtually any planting companies in Canada, so feel free to apply to a number of different 
organizations. 
 
 

List of Company Contact Info, & Suggestions for Inexperienced Applicants: 
 
If you speak French, here is a list of tree planting companies in Quebec: 
http://www.replant.ca/docs/Quebec_Tree_Planting_Companies.pdf 
 
If you speak English, and you’re a Canadian applicant, looking for a CURRENT list of planting companies, don’t buy the 
list from Hardcore Treeplanters.  It’s terribly out-of-date, and it is information that should be free.  Instead, join this 
facebook group: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/replant.ca 
 

If you go onto the “files” tab on that page, you’ll see a link to a document listing contact information for a number of 
planting companies. 
 
Some of the western Canadian companies that hire inexperienced applicants will post job opportunities in this group 
between January and March each year.  If you have no previous experience, please do NOT put up a post saying that 
you’re looking for a job, because it will clutter up the page with information that is useless to the existing planters in the 
group, and I’ll just delete your post and ban you from the group.  Read the Group Rules at the top, as soon as you join.  
Wait for the job advertisements to be posted by crew bosses and hiring managers. 
 
Most importantly, ask your potential employer a lot of questions, and if you’re not satisfied with the answers that they 
provide in writing, do not accept a job with that company!  Here is a list of questions that you can cut & paste to ask 
potential employers:   http://www.replant.ca/docs/Questions_To_Ask_A_Potential_Employer.pdf 
 

Also, if you’re going to be working in BC (or Alberta), be aware of the rights that you have thanks to Employment 
Standards legislation.  Read very carefully through this page before you go planting:  
http://www.replant.ca/employmentstandards.html 
 
 

Conclusions 
 
Good luck in your job search! Again, if you find any incorrect information in my list of planting companies, I would 
appreciate knowing so that I can keep it up to date.  Please send me an email at jonathan.scooter.clark@gmail.com if 
you have any additions, deletions, or corrections. 
 
Also, please feel free to print this page and pass the information along to other potential planters, and let them know 
the link to www.replant.ca 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Good luck in your job searches … 
 

- Jonathan “Scooter” Clark 


